Accessories
Only the best is good enough..
Complement the quality and durability of your new Sportage
with Kia Genuine Accessories. Developed with precision to fit
your car perfectly, these accessories have been designed, manufactured
and tested to high-quality rigorous standards.

Door Mirror Caps - £100 (Fitting not included)
Only for mirror housing with indicator.
Eye catching high-gloss stainless steel mirror caps complement other bright styling elements.

Side Bars - £550 (Fitting not included)
Stylish rugged elegance in high-gloss polished stainless steel, shaped to match the body
contours.

Side Steps - £425 (Fitting not included)
Robust matt aluminium steps with anti-slip rubber inlays aid access to the cabin and roofmounted accessories. Can be combined with mudguards. Also available with illumination.

Floor mats, all weather, LHD - £45
Set of 4 individual floor mats, tailor-made to fit the car’s footwells. These extremely durable
mats trap water, mud, sand and road salt, with a special finish that makes them very easy
to clean. The front mats are branded with the vehicle logo.

Trunk liner - £50
This light, water-proof and durable trunk liner with raised edges protects the trunk area
from dirt, spills and grime. The textured anti-slip rubber surface help prevent loads moving
around. Custom made your vehicle and branded with the sportage logo.

Wind deflectors, front - £60 (Fitting £27)
Reduces turbulence when driving with a slightly open front window. The aerodynamically
formed deflector redirects the airflow and deflects the raindrops. Set of 2.

Cargo separator, upper frame - £200 (Fitting £54)
Fitting perfectly between the rear seatbacks and the roof, this robust product protects
vehicle occupants from the movement of items in the trunk. The easy to install grid is
designed not to restrict the drivers rearward view. It can be fitted for various rear seat
reclined positions. Compatible with trunk cover, trunk mat and trunk liners.

Cross bars, aliminium - £170 (Fitting £54)
For vehicles with fixation holes in the roof rails.
Sturdy lightweight aliminium cross bars purpose made only for the Sportage roof rails.
Easy installation and removal. Suitable only for cars with OE roof rails. Fits vehicles
with and without panoramic sunroof.

Ski & snowboard carrier Deluxe, - £140 (Fitting £54)
Capable of carrying up to six pairs of skis or 4 snowboards. Lockable for added security. In
case of curved cross bars please use the included space between the cross bars and the
carrier.

Would you like more information?
Please call our team on (+350) 200 46401
Or email at parts@bassadone.gi
42 Devil’s Tower Road
200 79004 or 200 46402
sales@bassadone.gi
www.bassadonemotors.gi

